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Abstract—This paper describes a process in which high 
frequency (HF) differential-mode (DM) and common-mode 
(CM) impedances of a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor 
(PMSM) are predicted. These tools, using both 2D Finite 
Element Modeling (FEM) and Spice lumped parameter circuit, 
are then used to generate sensibilities analysis such as Sobol and 
Correlation indices with the help of surrogate models. This 
method gives a better understanding of design choices that can 
be made to impact impedances values at both low and high 
frequency for a same load working point. Obtained simulation 
results are compared to experimental ones using statistics, 
showing the interest of such an approach. 

Keywords— Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC), common-
mode (CM), differential-mode (DM), electrical machine, HF 
modeling, finite element method, Sobol indices, Surrogate models 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Driven by the need to improve efficiency regarding 
environmental regulations and to open to new market 
segments, the need to embed electrical in aircraft is increasing 
against currently used systems driven by hydraulic or 
pneumatic energies [1]. A key solution may reside in 
emerging Wide-band gap semiconductors, namely SiC and 
GaN, increasing both efficiency and maximal power rating of 
embedded systems [2]. These achievements are performed 
using faster switching frequencies than conventional 
semiconductors, resulting in an increased spectrum of 
Electromagnetic Interferences (EMI) [3]. As perturbations 
will propagate in all possible path, numerous studies focused 
on measurement-based approaches [4]-[8]. Furthermore, 
theses interferences may reach neighboring systems and 
disturb their intended behavior [9]. To prevent such issues, 
various regulations limit the level of maximal authorized 
emissions [10]. 

Existing electrical power trains can be measured to extract 
behavioral models, allowing to numerically size filtering 
devices to reduce perturbations [11]-[14], but these 

approaches are bound to one existing system. Predictive 
modeling of perturbations generated by inverters [15] and 
transmission in lines such as cables [3], [16] are covered. 
Similar methods were then applied to electrical machines to 
predict the response to perturbations on a broad spectrum of 
frequency, few kHz to 10 MHz [14], [17]-[20] on both DM 
and CM or with the aim to predict overvoltage within stator 
windings and prevent partial discharge [21]-[23]. On another 
scope, the evaluation of CM capacitance due to probability 
density function was studied and demonstrated to have a 
significant impact on HF spectrum [24]. However, the impact 
of wire in parallel and their relative placement to each other’s 
is yet to be quantified. Tendencies on various design variables 
exist [18], [19] but are not yet able to quantify those 
variations with regard to design variables, meanwhile impact 
of uncertainties are yet to be studied to authors' knowledge. 
This paper aims to provide an approach to determine the key 
design variables in low and high frequency for an electrical 
machine, given a fixed working point. 

II.  WINDING MODELING UNDER DESIGN PARAMETERS 

To evaluate the impact on CM and DM impedances of 
design parameters, a similar simulation procedure to [18]-
[19] is proposed: FEM models are used to extract impedance 
matrices, which are then used in a Spice environment to 
replicate the motor winding. Specific simulations are then 
evaluated to replicate impedance characterization performed 
on electrical machines. An overview of design variables is 
given in Table I.  

TABLE I.  DESIGN VARIABLES FOR EMC PMSM STUDY  

Variables Description 
Tooth width Width of the iron composing the motor tooth 
Wires in hand Number of wires used in parallel for each turn 
Insulating paper Paper thickness between wires and the iron stack 
Slot permittivity Relative permittivity filling the slot  

Insulation percent 
Enamel percentage following IEC 60317-13 

(grades 1 to 3) 

Numerous variables are necessary to describe the PMSM 
geometry but will not be studied here as the working profile 
of the motor is fixed. A key feature of this work is, however, 
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to be able to evaluate the impact of different windings on HF 
impedances. 

A. Wire number and association 

For a given working point, a similar motor can be 
designed using different wires. Using wires in parallel, it may 
be possible to wound stators more easily than with a single 
and therefore more rigid wire, as well as reducing losses due 
to skin effect [25]. Thermal constraints are supposed similar 
if the overall copper surface by turn is kept, and more 
generally, considering that all parallel wires have the same 
impedance at every frequency.  

B. Order and position of wire groups in slots 

In a stator slot or wound rotor, the position of turns 
(groups of wire in parallel) in a slot is heavily dependent on 
the manufacturing process, and this order can have significant 
consequences on partial discharge and voltage levels between 
turns [21]-[23]. The impact on CM and DM impedances are 
yet to be quantified.  

To consider the change in wires arrangement induced by 
the modified number of wires in parallel and the need to 
define groups, a protocol was developed, allowing filling any 
slot with any number of conductors and to group them into 
the needed number to fit the design parameter “Wire in hand” 
from Table I. In this paper, only arranged wire patterns are 
used, misplacement and intrusion of wires external of the 
given group were studied but is not the subject of this paper. 
Fig. 1a. features an example of an arranged winding with four 
wires in parallel in which all groups are assembled with the 
closest possible wires. The turns are also ordered so as the 
first turn is at the top of the slot, and all other turns are 
determined according to the relative position towards the first 
group. Fig. 1b shows an example of multiple insertions, not 
covered in this paper. 

 
Fig. 1. Arranged winding (a) and winding with group intrusion (b) showing 
colored wires wound in parallel, for an 80-turn coil, 4 wires in parallel. 

This process, while allowing generating windings for any 
number of wires in parallel and any size of wire, comes with 
some assumptions: wires are perfectly placed following and 
the hexagonal pattern evenly fill the slot, which is different 
from observed filling patterns [24]. In the case of a 
combination of wire diameter and wire number not allowing 
for a specific winding to be inserted within the slot space, the 
configuration is rejected and considered as infeasible. Once a 
configuration is determined feasible and all conductors 
placed and grouped, FEM simulation starts. 

III. FEM SIMULATION AND MATRIX EXTRACTION 

Four FEM models are generated for one slot 
configuration, two magnetic models to extract inductive and 
resistive phenomena and two electrostatic ones to compute 
capacitance matrices for all the wires, both in air and in the 
motor slot.  

A. PMSM slot modeling. 

With regard to the global design of the motor, the iron 
stack is supposed constant along the rotating axis of the rotor; 
therefore, a plane model was selected. Wires from the same 
group (meaning wires wound in parallel) are put to 1 A or 1 V 
to simulate respectively magnetic and electrostatic 
phenomena. FEMM [26] was used to extract magnetic 
impedances in the form of complex frequency dependent 
matrices, and a capacitance matrix, supposed fixed in 
frequency. In the specific case of electrostatic simulations, 
the slot surface is also fixed to the reference potential. 

B. PMSM end-winding modeling 

Similarly to their slot counterparts, two models will be 
used for end-windings, using not plane models but 
axisymmetric ones. It is supposed that coils produce perfectly 
shaped half circles between two slots and interactions with 
other coils, iron stacks and overall casing of the system can 
be neglected.  

 
Fig. 2. Frequency dependent impedance and capacitance matrices for Fig. 
1. (a) configuration  

Fig. 2 features the real and imaginary parts of the 
magnetic impedance matrices noted Zij, at 1 kHz on the 
background, and 3.2 MHz on the front for the configuration 
displayed Fig. 1a, while capacitance matrix Cij is shown on 
the right. For a PMSM with n-turn coils for instance, output 
data are of size n×n. These matrices are then used to generate 
Spice netlists for lumped parameter circuit simulations. For 
the magnetic simulation, the diagonal represents the self-
resistance and inductance of all wires and capacities between 
wires and the slot surface of electrostatic simulations. The 
remaining parts represent coupling magnetic factors and 
inter-turn capacitances, similarly to [18], [19]. In the case of 
magnetics simulations, the mesh is refined as the frequency 
increases to ensure a mesh size inferior to the skin effect, 
allowing the extraction of values conservative of such 
phenomenon. This process generates important simulation 
times as the frequency increases. Therefore, simulations will 
be performed between 1 kHz and 10 MHz. 

IV. SPICE TRANSLATION OF FEM MATRICES  

All matrices computed using FEM are integrated in a 
Spice netlist in the form of lumped parameters. The goal is to 
replicate a unique coil of our motor which can be assembled 

(b) (a) 

Zij: real part Zij: imaginary part Cij 



 

 

in series and parallel in a later study to be compared to 
working prototypes. 

A. Self inductances and resistances 

Resistances and self-inductances are derived from the real 
part of magnetic matrices Zij, these values are computed for 
each turn and consequently represent a unique or few 
conductors in parallels, relatively to the studied 
configuration, using the following equations:  

 Rii= real(ii) 

 Lii= imag(ii)/w 

B. Coupled inductances and proximity effects 

Coupled inductances can be implemented in Spice netlist 
using coupling factor k which are computed using self and 
mutual inductance values: 

 kij= Mij / 𝐿jj. 𝐿  

As featured in Fig. 2., the real part of the inductance 
matrices Zij are non-diagonal at high frequency. However, 
there is no component in Spice format which can represent 
such phenomena. In [14], those values were ignored but 
[18][19] showed a significant improvement in low frequency 
damping by integrating such values. This concept of “mutual 
resistance” have often been studied in transformers [27] and 
convey the loss generated by the inter-winding skin and 
proximity effects. Using behavioral voltage sources, these 
elements can be simulated with the following equation: 

 Vi=∑ IjRiji ≠ j 

Equation (4) features these mutual resistances and current 
flowing through other groups. The resulting voltage source is 
placed in series with self-inductances and resistances for a 
given group. This way of implementing all matrices is not 
unique and other methods exist [18][19]. 

C. Interturns and wire to slot capacitances 

Capacitances are straightforward and can be inserted into 
the Spice netlist, wire to slot capacitances is placed between 
each turn and the ground, while inter-turns are places between 
each turn composing the coil as illustrated on Fig. 3. 

       
Fig. 3. Spice circuit of a simulated coil with matching simplified cross-
sectional view 

In the specific motor studied here, end-winding are of 
similar size as the iron stack therefore could not be neglected. 
As the values of inductances, resistances, coupling 
coefficient and behavioral voltage source vary in frequency, 
the Spice netlist is updated for each frequency simulated. One 
circuit is simulated in two configurations: one CM performed 

between the entry of the coil and the ground, and one DM 
between the entry and the end of the coil. Extracted 
impedances can be compared with measurements on 
prototypes. 

V. IMPEDANCE CURVES AND QUANTIFICATION OF VARIATION 

A sample of simulations performed using different values 
for “Wires in hand” from Table I. are shown in Fig. 4., 
respectively one for S1, four for S2 and sixteen for S3. There 
is a clear evidence of the impact of wires in parallel on the 
CM impedance, at every frequency 

Fig. 4. (a) CM impedance and (b) DM impedance for an eighty turn coil 
using various wires in parallel. 

Meanwhile, the DM impedance is very similar at low 
frequency but passed the first resonance, the behavior is very 
similar to the common mode impedance. This representation 
was used in many articles [17]-[20] and allows for a better 
understanding of the key factor changing the impedance on a 
wide band of frequency. However, it only gives tendencies 
and does not give how much the output (impedance curves) 
will vary based on the inputs interval. This is with these 
aspects in mind that another approach in shown in part VI 

VI. SENSIBILITY ANALYSIS USING SOBOL INDICES.  

Sobol indices [28] are powerful tools to link the variation 
of an output parameter to the input, provided its design 
interval and probability presence within this interval. 
However, it requires a large number of experiments to be 
computed [28]. The overall simulation time being a key 
obstacle to the extensive simulations needed by such 
methodology, Sobol indices will be computed at few selected 
frequencies: 32 kHz and 2 MHz in this abstract for both CM 
and DM impedances as they were less inclined to present 
resonances. Moreover, a surrogate model was created from a 
Design Of Experiment (DOE) computed using Latin 
Hypercube Sampling with simulated annealing using Table I 
variables. Intervals for design variables are given in Table II 
column “I. With the help of a Gaussian Process Regressor 
(GPR) [29] algorithm, the data can be fitted and predicted 
accurately as shown in Table IV on a validation batch of 100 
samples while 511 were used for training. The overall process 
of simulation, storing data, metamodeling and computation 
of Sobol indices was performed using GEMSEO [30]. 

(a) 

(b) 



 

 

TABLE II.  DESIGN INTERVAL FOR EMC SENSIBILITY ANALYSIS 

Variables Notation Interval Interval Sobol 
Tooth width WT ± 0.3 mm ± 0.15 mm 

Wires in hand Nw n ∈ [1,5], n ∈ ℕ n ∈ [1,4], n ∈ ℕ 
Insulating paper Wp [0.1, 1.0] mm [0.1, 0.51] mm 
Slot permittivity εs εr =[1, 3] εr =1 

Insulation percent I% 

[0.69, 1.39] 
0.69 ⇒grade 1, 1 ⇒ grade 

2, 1.39 ⇒ grade 3 

[0.69, 1.39] 
 

TABLE III.  MEAN VALUE AND STANDARD DEVIATION IN DOE 

Output variable 
Deviation measurements 

Mean STD STD/Mean 

ZDM 
32 kHz 555 Ω 18.2 Ω 3.28 % 
2 MHz 1077 Ω 502 Ω 46.6 % 

ZCM 
32 kHz 29701 Ω 7915 Ω 26.6 % 
2 MHz 733 Ω 222 Ω 30.4 % 

CCM 8.889 *10-11 F 2.314 *10-11 F 26.0 % 

TABLE IV.  QUALITY MEASUREMENTS FOR GPR SURROGATE MODEL 

Output variable 
Quality measurements 

R² RMSEa 

ZDM 
32 kHz 0.6082 9.9831 
2 MHz 0.8580 1.7415 *102 

ZCM 
32 kHz 0.9893 7.9732 *102 
2 MHz 0.9083 6.6314 *101 

CCM 0.9904 2.0897 *10-12 
a. Root Mean Square Error 

ZDM and ZCM represent the impedances computed using 
Spice, while CCM is directly extracted from FEM simulations. 
This surrogate model is then used to generate a significant 
amount of data to compute Sobol indices. All variables from 
Table I are uniformly distributed to generate relevant Sobol 
indices as to match experimental validation, section VII (see 
Table II, column “Interval Sobol”). Table III gives the mean 
and standard deviations of outputs with performed DOE 
using Table II “Interval” column, showing the minor impact 
of all variables on ZDM at 32 kHz, while featuring significant 
modification to CCM, ZCM (32 kHz, 2 MHz) and 2 MHz ZDM. 

A. Variability of ZCM with regard to design interval 

The Sobol indices’ diagram of CCM capacitance, using 
only FEM simulations, is very similar to ZCM obtained with 
the Spice model as shown by Fig. 5., comforting the idea that 
low frequency capacitance is driven by the sum of all wire 
capacitance to the slot [3][8][17]-[20][24]. The standard 
deviation from Table III for ZCM (32 kHz and 2 MHz) can be 
attributed to the number of wires in hand (NW). The higher 
the frequency, the greater the impact of the enamel size (I%) 
increases due to turn-to-turn capacitance, the smaller the 
insulating paper width becomes. The enamel size is driven by 
the wire diameter, as it was determined that the average 
enamel width follows the rule: 

We = (∅wire ×a +b)I% 

We being the enamel width, ∅wire the wire diameter and Ip the 
insulation percent. Both coefficient b and a being positive, the 
smaller the conductors are, the more enamel is present within 
the slot. Note that I% allows testing between grade 1 and grade 
3; therefore a sensibility analysis can be performed more 
easily using this continuous variable rather than a discrete 
one. The importance of the enamel size at high frequency is 
linked to inter-turn capacitances that plays a significant role 
on the CM impedance at higher frequencies [19][31] 
exceeding the variation created by the insulating paper. The 

number of wires in hand is also directly linked to the overall 
proximity of the copper surface to the slot as smaller wires 
will form a more compact layer around the slot (see Fig. 4a) 
resulting in a significant impact on the impedance at 32 kHz.  

Fig. 5. Sobol indices for CM capacitance and CM impedances at 32 kHz 
and 2 MHz 

The slot permittivity (εs), representing an overall 
impregnation of wire within the slot and the tooth size are, 
however, not impactful on the CM impedance, the reason is 
linked to the interval used for these simulations that are very 
limited (see Table II). Larger design intervals allow 
evaluating in more depth the various interactions between 
variables and their impact on the impedance but will not be 
studied in this paper.  

B. Variability of ZDM with regard to design interval 

Sobol diagrams for ZDM are shown in Fig. 6, featuring the 
same design variables as ZCM. The diagram at 32 kHz places 
Nw as the most impactful variable. The variance is, however, 
very limited as seen on Fig. 4b and confirmed by Table III 
with a standard deviation limited to 3.2% for the mean value, 
linked to the appearance of skin effect in the case of a single 
wire per turn compared to other configurations. The Sobol 
diagram for 2 MHz is closer to the 2 MHz ZCM diagram as the 
DM impedance follows a capacitive behavior at this 
frequency. With current design intervals, the number of wires 
in parallel remains the variable generating the most variation 
on the impedance, but variables linked to enamel size become 
more impactful as the frequency increases. To summarize, 
CM impedance is highly impacted by both the winding, the 
insulation parameters and the slot surface overall, meaning 
the working point and the overall choice in enamel in 
impregnation of the slot are decisive to the final value of 
impedances. Major care in the choice of enamel and 
impregnation material would allow keeping the CM 

       Nw                        Wp                          I%                         WT                       εs 

Sobol indices for ZCM 32 kHz 

Sobol indices for ZCM 2 MHz 

Sobol indices for CCM 

       Nw                         Wp                         I%                         WT                         εs 

        Nw                          I%                        Wp                        WT                        εs 



 

 

impedance within controlled margins. DM impedances are 
not extensively impacted by the variables studied at low 
frequency. However, the behavior at high frequency is very 
similar to the CM impedance and needs to be further studied 
to conclude on the source of all variations. 

 
Fig. 6. Sobol indices for DM impedances at 32 kHz and 2 MHz 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION  

Validating such approach is tedious; five hundred 
configurations can be simulated but creating this many 
prototypes to compare the result is very challenging. To 
validate such approaches, a simplified version of this problem 
was considered: three non-functional stators were assembled 
with three groups of three similar coils. Each prototype only 
has one variable changing between coil groups. 
Configuration 1 (noted C1 in Table V) changes the paper 
insulation width (0.1, 0.3 and 0.51 mm) Configuration 2 (C2) 
changes the number of wires in parallel (1, 4 and 16) while 
keeping the copper surface similar and finally Configuration 
3 (C3) study enamel grades (grade 1, 2 and 3). The three 
prototypes were assembled to perform replicable 
measurements and have a connection to iron sheets as 
reference, shown on Fig. 7.  

Fig. 7. Close-up look and global design for validation prototypes 

All frequency measurements were performed using an 
impedance analyzer. Mean, STD and their ratio are computed 
while the surrogate model is used to match a sample with 
increased evaluations. Each coil is measured between 20 Hz 
and 120 MHz and all are used to generate a statistical 
evaluation of both impedances at 32 kHz and 2 MHz. 
Similarly to Table III, Table V features the ratio of STD 
divided by the mean value, giving the impact of variables on 
the different impedances but comparing these values to 
simulations. 

TABLE V.  STD/MEAN IN PERCENTAGE , MEASUREMENTS AND 
SIMULATION 

configuration 
ZDM 

32 kHz 
ZDM 

2 MHz 
ZCM 

32 kHz 
ZCM 

2 MHz 
Measurements  |  Simulation    [%] 

C1 3.01 | 1.62  27.6 | 21.8 6.38 | 8.54 7.59 | 4.83 
C2 8.86 | 2.63 55.3 | 36.9 15.7 | 14.0 15.0 | 24.7 
C3 2.71 | 1.76 14.4 | 27.4 9.77 | 1.27 14.7 | 18.4 

On every frequency, both measurements and simulation 
give the maximal variation as the consequence of changing 
the number of wires in parallel. This matches all Sobol 
indices indicating the importance of such design variable on 
impedance for this design space, especially at HF. The 
enamel size also generates more variation as the frequency 
increase and is less impactful than the number of wires, on 
both Sobol indices and Table V statistics, one more aspect 
confirmed by measurements. The insulation paper width is 
very impactful on CM impedance at low frequency but its 
effect at high frequency is limited and significantly lower 
than the two other variables, shown by both Sobol and Table 
V. Meanwhile on the DM impedance, the simulation and 
Sobol feature a reduced importance of this parameter, on 
measurements it appears to be the second most important. 
The enamel size is indeed less impactful on DM 
measurements than simulations.  

Fig. 8. (a) CM impedance and (b) DM impedance for stator configuration 2  
measurements and simulations 

This is supposedly linked to conductors’ placement, 
minimizing inter-turn and wire to slot capacitance, changing 
the impact of such variables at higher frequency, compared 
to the model used. Conductors are forced into the slot and 
form a pattern with places with high and low-density areas 
[24]; meanwhile our simulations maximize the spaces 
between conductors. This difference may also explain the 
result on Zcm 32 kHz, having very little differences between 
simulations due to similar placement (see S2 on Fig. 8). 
Indeed, as demonstrated in [31], a difference in wire to slot 
capacitance shift downward CM impedance curves and lower 
the frequency of CM and DM first resonance. The same goes 
for the inter-turn one but only after the first resonance. 
Consequently, a large difference between simulations and 
measurements can be seen in Fig. 8 with, however, tendencies 
correctly highlighted. Representing faithfully the mechanical 
placement of conductors appears to be the key to improving 
Sobol accuracy and predict the changes induced by design 
choices on a large spectrum of frequency. 

Sobol indices for ZDM 32 kHz 

Sobol indices for ZDM 2 MHz 
       Nw                         WT                          Wp                        I%                         εs 

       Nw                         I%                          Wp                         WT                        εs 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a methodology allowing for both CM and 
DM impedance predictions was presented combining FEM 
and Spice lumped parameter circuit. This allows representing 
impedances on a spectrum covering 1 kHz up to 10 MHz. The 
overall process was then used to generate a DOE with five 
variables of interest in order to train a surrogate model based 
on Gaussian Regressor Process to predict the impedance at 
two different frequencies. Sobol indices were then computed 
thanks to the reduced simulation time induced by the use of a 
surrogate model, compared to the initial simulation process. 
Sobol indices, linking output variations to inputs, give 
numerical quantification to which design variables are 
affecting the frequency response, both in CM and DM. This 
major result, allowing a designer to choose variables of 
interest to affect PMSM’s HF impedance at a similar working 
point, was validated on prototypes representative of the 
system real design space. Although difference remains, 
impedance variation was linked to key design choices and 
identified main factors within the studied design space. 
Further work is needed to represent more faithfully higher 
frequency and validate such results on a larger sample size. 
These aspects will be the focus of later research. 
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